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We show theoretically that two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystals in semiconductor membranes strongly
modify the radiative decay of dipole emitters. Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain calculations
show over 7 times inhibition and 15 times enhancement of the emission rate compared with vacuum for judi-
ciously oriented and positioned dipoles. Emission rate modifications inside the membrane mimic the local mode
density in a simple 2D model. The inhibition of emission saturates with crystal size around the source, with a
1/e size that scales as the inverse gap bandwidth. Owing to the vertically guided mode structure, inhibition
occurs only near the slab center, but enhanced emission persists also outside the membrane. We find that emis-
sion changes can even be observed in experiments with ensembles of randomly oriented dipoles. © 2006 Op-
tical Society of America

OCIS codes: 130.130, 160.0160, 180.5810, 270.5580.
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. INTRODUCTION
he past decade has seen a remarkable increase in ex-
erimental efforts to control spontaneous emission dy-
amics of dipole transitions by tailoring the dielectric sur-
oundings of the source. Although studies in elementary
eometries, such as planar interfaces1–6 or spherical
articles,7–10 remain of current interest, particular impe-
us in spontaneous emission control derives from solid-
tate cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED)6,11 and the
ncreasing capability to shape semiconductors on the na-
ometer scale. Of particular interest in this respect are
hotonic bandgap materials.12 As first proposed by
ykov13 and Yablonovitch,14 three-dimensionally periodic
rrangements of dielectric material on wavelength-sized
cales allow to create a medium in which spontaneous
mission processes can not only be enhanced but also
ompletely inhibited. These photonic crystals offer many
xciting prospects in fundamental physics, ranging from
QED, control of blackbody radiation15, and the slowing
nd storage of light,16 as well as device opportunities12 for
roducing and processing of optical signals on submi-
rometer length scales.
0740-3224/06/061196-11/$15.00 © 2
Although efforts in realizing spontaneous emission con-
rol in three-dimensional (3D) photonic bandgap crystals
ave been partly successful,17–19 the advantages of easier

abrication and characterization have motivated many
roups to work on lower-dimensional, i.e., two-
imensional (2D) crystal structures. Photonic crystals in
hin semiconductor membranes have recently shown par-
icular promise to realize ultrasmall cavities with very
igh quality factors, suited for quantum optics in the
trong coupling limit.20–22 In addition, the first experi-
ental evidence23–25 for large emission inhibition of

uantum dots and quantum wells in photonic crystal
embranes was recently reported. Although all these re-

ults suggest that the effect of the gap in the in-plane
and structure is greatly enhanced by the vertical index
ontrast, a systematic study of the potential for spontane-
us emission rate control offered by membrane photonic
rystals is lacking.

In this paper we present a theoretical study of the
pontaneous emission rate modifications in membrane
hotonic crystals that consist of only a finite number of
nit cells. Such an analysis is particularly challenging for
006 Optical Society of America
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tructures that are limited in size, because approaches
hat are based on the commonly used plane-wave electro-
agnetic eigenfunction calculations26–31 cannot be used.
e have therefore used a method similar to that recently

roposed by Hwang et al.,32 Xu et al.33,34, and Hermann
nd Hess,35 based on the 3D finite-difference time-domain
ethod (FDTD).36

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we sum-
arize our theoretical approach and discuss the numeri-

al characteristics of the method. In Section 3 we discuss
he spontaneous emission lifetime modification for a di-
ole in the center of a photonic crystal membrane and
ompare our result with both 2D and 3D plane-wave cal-
ulations of the local density of states. In Section 4 we fo-
us on the dependence of the emission lifetime on the ori-
ntation of the transition dipole moment and the position
f the emitter in the central plane of the membrane. In
ection 5 we consider the role of the crystal size in deter-
ining the spontaneous emission rate and propose a re-

ation between the width of the emission gap and the
umber of crystal rows that need to surround the emitter
o obtain maximum inhibition. In Section 6, we focus on
he effect of membrane thickness and of the height of the
ipole above the membrane center on the emission life-
ime. We show that a simple model for the emission rate
n homogeneous dielectric slabs explains many of the ob-
erved features. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss the pros-
ects for experiments involving localized ensembles of
mitters with randomly distributed dipole moments. Con-
lusions are presented in Section 8.

. METHOD
he quantum analysis of spontaneous emission based on
ermi’s Golden Rule asserts that the spontaneous emis-
ion rate of an emitting dipole varies with its position r
nd orientation d̂, depending on the availability of photon
odes at the source position and frequency �. The central

uantity that takes this into account is the local radiative
ensity of states37 (LRDOS) ��r , d̂ ,��. The LRDOS is a
lassical electromagnetic quantity that appears in the
lassical analysis of radiating antennas, where it de-
cribes the power needed to drive a pointlike electric di-
ole oscillating at a fixed current.32–35 This power is due
o the work W� j ·E that the field E radiated by the source
�r , t� does on the source itself. The rate of spontaneous
mission � in a dielectric structure, normalized to the
ree-space rate �vac, can therefore be found by comparing
he work W done on the source in the dielectric structure
o the work Wvac done on the same current source in
acuum.

We use the 3D FDTD method for our calculations
hroughout this work. An important advantage of the
DTD method33–36 over conventional methods2,28,29 to cal-
ulate the LRDOS is that the field E of a point source, and
ence the LRDOS, is readily calculated without solving
or the electromagnetic eigenmode basis of the dielectric
tructure. Furthermore, the FDTD method can even be
sed to calculate the LRDOS for lossy systems in which
igenmode expansions are invalid. In this paper we follow
he method of Hermann and Hess,35 in which the LRDOS
s simulated for a wide frequency range at once via broad-
and temporal excitation of a dipole point source. For a
ulsed source with frequency spectrum j�r0 ,��, the time
race of the electric field E�r0 , t� at the position r0 of the
ource can be Fourier transformed to determine the LR-
OS in terms of its vacuum value �vac���:

��r0,d̂,�� = �vac���
W�r0,d̂�

Wvac
= �vac���

j�r0,�� · E�r0,��

j�r0,�� · Evac�r0,��
.

�1�

e have evaluated the validity and pitfalls of this nu-
erical method by comparing the simulated spontaneous

mission rate enhancement with exact analytical results
or a dipole in a dielectric sphere,7–9,35 and for a dipole
ear a planar interface between two dielectrics.2–4 Figure
shows that accurate results for the emission rate modi-
cation are obtained by the FDTD method for a represen-
ative test case in which a dipole is placed near a planar
nterface between air and silicon. By examining the LR-
OS obtained with pulses at different center frequencies,
e have established that results consistent to within
1% can be obtained in the frequency ranges in which

he vacuum emission power of the dipole current pulse ex-
eeds �5% of its maximum value. Throughout this paper
e use temporal excitation pulses with a Gaussian enve-

ope and bandwidths around 50% of the central frequency.
Agreement of the simulated LRDOS with the exact LR-

OS depends not only on sufficient spectral overlap of the
nput current with the frequency range of interest but
lso on the spatial discretization. Apart from the obvious
equirement that the discretization must be sufficiently

ig. 1. Symbols, spontaneous emission rate normalized to emis-
ion rate in vacuum as a function of normalized frequency for a
ipole in front of and oriented parallel to a planar dielectric in-
erface separating silicon ��=11.76� and vacuum calculated using
he 3D FDTD method. The normalized frequency corresponds to
he separation z between source and interface, normalized to the
acuum emission wavelength �. For the dipole in vacuum (posi-
ive z), results are shown for three separations. In units of the
rid discretization �, these are z=25� (circles), 5� (diamonds),
nd 2� (squares). The same temporal excitation pulses were used
or z=25� and 5� to span two different normalized frequency
anges 2�z /�. For the dipole in silicon (negative z), the results
hown were obtained with a single excitation pulse and a single
ipole position at z=−25� from the interface. Excellent agree-
ent with the exact local radiative density of states modification

solid curve) is obtained. The total simulation volume was 300
300	120�3 in size.
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ne to resolve features of the dielectric structure, the ac-
uracy is affected by the dispersive properties of the cubic
iscretization grid itself. To illustrate this point, Fig. 2
hows the apparent LRDOS of a homogeneous dielectric
f index n=3.4 over a very wide frequency range, obtained
y the procedure described in Eq. (1). The exact LRDOS of
he homogeneous dielectric (parabola in Fig. 2) equals n
imes the vacuum LRDOS, independent of frequency. Fig-
re 2 shows that large discrepancies occur for large fre-
uencies. The deviation exceeds 5% for frequencies at
hich the wavelength in the dielectric is shorter than
0�, where � is the spacing between adjacent discretiza-
ion grid points. The source of the discrepancy is the well-
nown anisotropic dispersion of the cubic grid as well as
he cut-off of the grid for wave vectors in excess of
� /� ,� /� ,� /��. We have calculated the density of states
f the discretization grid (filled with vacuum and with
edium of index n) from its dispersion relation,36

sin���t

2 �2

=
c�t

n�x�sin�kx�

2 �2

+ sin�ky�

2 �2

+ sin�kz�

2 �2� ,

�2�

here �t is the magnitude of the time step, � is the grid
pacing, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The excel-
ent agreement of the grid density of states with the ap-
arent LRDOS calculated by the FDTD method for a di-
ole in a homogeneous dielectric in Fig. 2, confirms the
ole of the density of states of the numerical discretization
rid in spontaneous emission rate calculations. We con-
lude that an accuracy better than �5% for spontaneous
mission rates calculated by the FDTD method, requires
iscretization grids with over 10 grid points per wave-
ength at the frequency of interest in the highest index

edium.

ig. 2. Symbols, FDTD approximation to the LRDOS of a homo-
eneous medium ��=11.76� obtained using the FDTD method and
q. (1), taking a very broadband temporal excitation of the
ource dipole. The dashed parabola indicates the exact LRDOS.
greement to within 5% is obtained only for frequencies �
0.03�2�c� /�, for which the wavelength in the highest-index
edium remains longer than 10 times the discretization grid

pacing �. Deviations are due to the unphysical dispersion rela-
ion on the grid [Eq. (2)] and the wave vector cut-off of the grid at
= �� /� ,� /� ,� /��, as evident from the excellent agreement of
he FDTD result with the exact grid density of states per volume
btained by integrating Eq. (2).
Finally, we note that accurate results require that the
ourier transforms of j�r0 , t� and E�r0 , t� be calculated
ithout zero padding of the time series, as done by many

ast Fourier transform routines that use arrays of length
qual to a power of 2. To find the power spectrum radiated
y the dipole, the complex Fourier transforms F of the
eal-time series of j and E are combined according to

j�r0,�� · E�r0,�� = Re�Fj	 · Re�FE	 + Im�Fj	 · Im�FE	.

�3�

he two terms are nearly equal in magnitude but opposite
n sign. The desired sum is approximately 104 times
maller than either term. Even if time stepping is contin-
ed until the fields have decayed by several orders of
agnitude, zero padding introduces noise that is small

ompared to either term in Eq. (3) but sizeable compared
ith the signal that remains after summing them. Fur-

hermore, strongly resonant features in LRDOS spectra
eed to be handled with care. Time series of field and cur-
ent are typically limited to total time spans of only 102—
03 optical cycles, as the 3D FDTD method is very com-
utationally intensive. For resonances with quality fac-
ors in excess of �102, time series are truncated before
he fields have fully decayed, giving rise to artifacts in the
ourier transform that can fully dominate the simulated
RDOS spectra. To remove such artifacts, we have used a
eventh-order Daubechies apodization filter.38 We have
hecked the validity of this approach for FDTD simula-
ions of a single-mode high-Q photonic crystal cavity,39

hich has a much narrower resonance in the LRDOS
han appears in any of the results presented below. For
uch a single-mode system, the time series of the field can
e extrapolated to obtain the true LRDOS from an un-
runcated time series.

. COMPARISON WITH 2D AND 3D LRDOS
OR VERTICALLY INFINITE CRYSTALS
e consider spontaneous emission rate modifications in

D photonic crystals within semiconductor membranes,
s studied for the dipole-position averaged case by Lee
nd Yariv.34 We focus on finite structures consisting of
embranes with dielectric constant �=11.76 and thick-

ess 250 nm perforated with a hexagonal lattice of holes
lattice spacing a=420 nm) of radius 0.3a. Such mem-
ranes have a wide bandgap for TE guided modes, i.e.,
odes with electric field in the central plane of the slab

ointing along the membrane, but no gap for TM modes.
he geometrical parameters are typical for the membrane
tructures in which high Q factor cavities for strong cou-
ling CQED were recently realized20–22 and for which
rst evidence of inhibition of spontaneous emission was
ecently presented.23,24 We simulate finite crystallites of
exagonal shape and various sizes ranging from 1 to 12

attice spacings in radius, as counted from the central
ole (see Fig. 3). The crystals were terminated by either
emiconductor or air extending into the Liao absorbing
oundary conditions. We have used 14 or 20 grid points
er lattice constant, with a doubled grid density in the
ertical direction. To reduce staircasing errors due to the
iscretization of the structure, we used volume averaging
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f the dielectric constant in each grid cell.40 In the simu-
ations, membranes were surrounded above and below by
p to 1 �m of air.
First, we consider the spontaneous emission lifetime

or a dipole that is located in the middle of the central air
ole of a structure of L=6 lattice spacings across. Figure 4

ig. 3. (a) Schematics of the geometry for calculating the spon-
aneous emission rate modification in membranes. We consider
ipoles near the center of 2D finite photonic crystals, consisting
f a hexagonal array of air holes (lattice spacing a, radius r) in a
emiconductor membrane (thickness d). The position and orien-
ation of the emission dipole are specified along Cartesian axes,
here z specifies the height above the center of the membrane
nd x and y are in the plane of the membrane. (b) (top view) The
nite crystallites are hexagonally truncated such that the central
ir hole is surrounded by the same number of holes [indicated by
he crystallite radius L (L=2a in the sketch)] in all directions.
utside the truncation boundary (dotted hexagon), the mem-
rane was terminated by either semiconductor or air. For Fig. 5,
he dipole position was scanned over the trajectory from point A
ia B, C to A�.

ig. 4. Connected open symbols, modification of the radiative
mission rate compared with vacuum (refer to left axis) versus
ormalized frequency a /� (refer to bottom axis). This result is
alculated with the 3D FDTD method for a dipole in the central
ir hole of a crystal of radius L=6a with r /a=0.3, a=420 nm in a
emiconductor membrane [�=11.76, d=250 nm (truncated by
emiconductor)], oriented along the x axis in Fig. 3, in the plane
f the membrane. In the apparent gap, emission is reduced to
bout 0.14 times the vacuum emission rate. Refer to the top and
ight-hand axes for frequency normalized to the midgap fre-
uency, and emission rate enhancement normalized to the emis-
ion rate modification at the same position for frequencies far be-
ow the gap. Solid curve (refer to top and right-hand axis),

odification of the 2D LRDOS in an infinite crystal (also r /a
0.3, �=11.76) in the center of an air hole, according to the plane
ave-method. Dashed curve, modification of the 3D LRDOS in
n infinite 2D crystal (again r /a=0.3, �=11.76) that extends in-
nitely in the vertical direction, calculated with the plane-wave
ethod. The LRDOS modification in the center of the membrane

s much stronger than the weak LRDOS modification in the ver-
ically unconfined crystal.
hows the LRDOS normalized to the vacuum LRDOS for
n in-plane oriented dipole that points along the x axis
see Fig. 3), i.e., from air hole to air hole. For dipole ori-
ntations in the plane of the slab, the spontaneous emis-
ion rate is strongly modulated as a function of normal-
zed frequency a /� (where � is the vacuum wavelength).

e find a frequency range from a /�=0.25 to a /�=0.33 of
nhibition of the emission rate that overlaps with the in-
lane photonic bandgap for the TE modes guided by the
embrane, as was also observed in calculations by Lee et

l.34 An inhibition of the LRDOS by a factor �7 compared
ith vacuum is obtained. This value translates to over 30

imes inhibition as compared to the emission modification
t frequencies far below the bandgap at the same posi-
ion. Above and below the range for which the emission is
trongly reduced, which we will call the emission gap, the
mission rate is strongly modulated, featuring enhance-
ents of the emission rate by factors up to 20 times com-

ared with vacuum, or over 5 times compared with the
RDOS in the long wavelength limit at the same position.
s will be discussed below, the fringes outside the emis-
ion gap are due to Fabry–Perot oscillations caused by the
nite lateral size of the crystal.
It is perhaps surprising that significant control over

pontaneous emission dynamics is possible for selected di-
ole positions and orientations, despite the fact that no
ull bandgap exists. It appears that the large vertical in-
ex contrast greatly enhances the effect of the in-plane
eriodicity on spontaneous emission. To confirm this no-
ion, we have used the H-field inverted-matrix plane-
ave expansion method to calculate the local radiative
ensity of states in infinite 2D photonic crystals that are
ot confined vertically.26,28,29 In addition to the 3D LR-
OS, we have also calculated the 2D LRDOS, which

ounts only modes that propagate in the plane of period-
city. For the 2D (3D) case, we used 8100 (84000) non-
quivalent k points,41,42 which were distributed over half
f the full Brillouin zone to avoid erroneous results28 ow-
ng to the reduced symmetry of the polarization-resolved
RDOS.31 We have scaled both the frequency axis and the
ertical axis to optimally overlap the resulting 2D and 3D
RDOS (normalized by the 2D respectively 3D vacuum
RDOS) for an x-oriented dipole in the center of an air
ole with the LRDOS in the membrane (see Fig. 4). Natu-
ally, the 2D (local) density of states of the 2D crystal
hows a full gap for dipole orientations in the plane of pe-
iodicity, corresponding to the TE bandgap in the 2D band
tructure. The gap is accompanied by characteristic emis-
ion enhancement at the gap edges owing to low group-
elocity modes.28 For a dipole at the center of an air hole,
his enhancement occurs at the high-frequency edge of
he gap, as is also apparent in the membrane. In stark
ontrast, the 3D LRDOS is only weakly modulated for
ertically infinite crystals, owing to the contributions of
odes with wave vector components along the air

ylinders.43,44 Although the 2D bandgap causes a shallow
inimum in the 3D LRDOS for a dipole in the center of

n air hole, the bandwidth of emission inhibition is much
arrower than the bandwidth of the 2D bandgap, and no
ign of emission enhancement at the bandgap edges
emains.28,44 The comparison of plane-wave calculations
ith the FDTD result shows that the vertical confinement
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ffered by membranes prevents the washing out of the
haracteristic features of the 2D LRDOS that occurs for
ertically unconfined crystals. First, the emission gap in
he membrane referenced to the long wavelength LRDOS
t the same position in the crystal amounts to an inhibi-
ion by a factor around 30, which is over five times stron-
er than the inhibition obtained if the structure is not
runcated in the vertical direction. Second, the relative in-
ibition gap bandwidth of 24% offered by the membrane
tructure is close to the bandwidth of 25% in the 2D band
tructure. Third, we note that the emission-rate enhance-
ent at the blue edge of the gap is retrieved in the mem-

rane structure. The enhancement of �6 times compared
ith the emission rate in the long wavelength limit is in
ood agreement with the enhancement observed in the
D LRDOS. This is especially surprising when the finite
ize of the crystal and the effect of its truncation on the
xact spectral position and quality factor of the Fabry–
erot oscillations are considered.

. DEPENDENCE ON POLARIZATION AND
ATERAL POSITION
o obtain a more complete overview of the spontaneous
mission control offered by membranes, we consider the
RDOS modification for different positions in the central
nit cell of a crystallite that is again 6a in radius, termi-
ated on the sides by semiconductor material. Figure 5
hows contour plots of the LRDOS normalized to the
acuum LRDOS as a function of frequency in the range of
he TE bandgap, for dipoles that are vertically centered in
he membrane and positioned along the path indicated in
ig. 3(b). This trajectory spans the boundary of the irre-
ucible part of the real space 2D unit cell and ensures
hat the Cartesian dipole orientations in Fig. 5 are always
arallel or perpendicular to the trajectory. Figure 5 con-
rms the occurrence of a deep gap in the spontaneous
mission rate for dipole orientations in the plane of the
embrane for all positions close to the center of the crys-

al. Moreover, we find that there is no gap in the emission
ate for dipoles oriented perpendicular to the membrane
ut only a weak dependence on frequency, as expected
rom the absence of a 2D bandgap for the TM-guided
odes of the membrane.
A detailed inspection of Fig. 5 shows furthermore that

trong emission enhancement at the blue edge of the
mission gap is predicted to occur only for dipoles posi-
ioned inside the air hole. In contrast, emission enhance-
ent at the red edge of the gap is predicted only for di-

oles located outside the air hole, and preferentially for
ipoles oriented perpendicular to the air-hole edges. This
ifference between dipole positions inside and outside the
ir holes is confirmed by the 2D LRDOS modification pre-
icted by the plane-wave method (Fig. 6) and is consistent
ith the well-known difference in spatial distribution of

he low group-velocity modes that cause the spontaneous
mission enhancement. These modes are preferentially
oncentrated in the air (dielectric) region for the high
low) frequency edge of the gap. Disregarding the Fabry–
erot oscillations owing to the finite crystal size, we find
hat the spectral and spatial location of the enhance-
ents, the relative magnitude of the enhancements com-
ared with the LRDOS modifications for frequencies far
elow the gap, and the bandwidth of the gap in Figs. 5(a)
nd 5(b) are in good qualitative agreement with the 2D
RDOS modification calculated by the plane-wave
ethod (Fig. 6). It should be noted that good agreement is

imited to dipole orientations parallel to the membrane,
s the vertical confinement in the membrane causes a
uch larger shift to higher frequencies for the photonic

and structure for TM polarization than for TE
olarization.45 The results in Fig. 5 do not agree for any
olarization with the much weaker 3D LRDOS modifica-
ion for a crystal that is infinitely extended in the vertical
irection.

. EMISSION-GAP WIDTH AND THE
RYSTAL SIZE REQUIRED FOR MAXIMUM
MISSION-GAP DEPTH
igures 4 and 5 allow us to conclude that large changes in
pontaneous emission rate occur for properly oriented di-
oles located near the center of small crystals in semicon-
uctor membranes. In this section we investigate how
arge the crystal around the dipole must be to obtain a

ig. 5. Contour plot of the LRDOS normalized to the vacuum
RDOS calculated by 3D FDTD as a function of frequency and as
function of position along the trajectory in Fig. 3 for dipoles in
finite membrane crystallite of radius L=6a. Panels (a)–(c) refer

o the three orthogonal dipole orientations along the respective
,y, and z axes. Vertically, the dipoles are placed in the middle of
he membrane �z=0�. In-plane dipole orientations show a large
mission gap for 0.25
�
0.33 for all positions, while no gap oc-
urs for the vertically oriented dipole. Enhancement of the emis-
ion rate for horizontally oriented dipoles occurs on the high-
requency edge when the dipole is located in air (positions
ndicated by the vertical white bars in all panels) and on the low-
requency edge when the dipole is located in dielectric. The gray-
cale (indicated on top) is logarithmic both for inhibition and en-
ancement (regions separated by contour line at unity, and

abeled as ‘Enhanced’ as appropriate).
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ignificant emission gap. In Fig. 7 the spontaneous emis-
ion modification is shown for a horizontally x-oriented di-
ole in the central air holes of semiconductor-truncated
rystals of various sizes. The most striking features in
ig. 7 are the deepening of the emission gap with increas-

ng size of the crystallite around the source, the steepen-
ng of the emission-gap band edges, and the decrease of
he frequency spacing between modulations of the emis-
ion rate outside the emission gap. The decreasing fre-
uency spacing between these fringes with increasing
rystal size validates their interpretation as Fabry–Perot
ype resonances caused by the impedance mismatch oc-
urring at the outer edges of the crystal. When crystals
re truncated by air rather than by semiconductor, the os-
illations change in amplitude and shift in frequency at
nchanged frequency spacing between fringes, as consis-
ent with an interpretation as Fabry–Perot resonances.
nlike the Fabry–Perot oscillations that occur for trans-
ission through finite crystals,46,47 however, the oscilla-

ions in the LRDOS depend on all size-dependent reso-
ances in the system instead of solely those with specific
ave vectors. Independently of the size and nature of the

runcation, the LRDOS at the high-frequency edge of the

ig. 6. Top three panels, contour plots of the 2D LRDOS nor-
alized to the vacuum 2D LRDOS according to the plane-wave
ethod for a dipole in a 2D photonic crystal (air holes r /a=0.30

n a matrix of �=11.76) as a function of emission frequency (hori-
ontal axis) and position of the dipole along the trajectory indi-
ated in Fig. 3 for three perpendicular dipole orientations as in-
icated. White bars indicate the extent of the trajectory inside
ir. For in-plane oriented dipoles (top two panels), the 2D LR-
OS shows a full gap (labelled as TE gap). The bottom panel

hows the 2D TE and TM total density of states per area in units
−1c−1.
mission gap exceeds 15 times the vacuum LRDOS, cor-
esponding to an enhancement of at least 5 times com-
ared with the emission rate typically observed below the
ap in the range 0.15a /�0.22.

The value of the LRDOS for frequencies within the
mission gap saturates with increasing crystal size. In
ig. 8, we plot the emission inhibition gap minimum for

he frequency a /�=0.29 in the middle of the emission gap
s a function of crystal radius. The LRDOS in the middle
f the gap decreases exponentially35,43,48 to its limiting
alue of 0.14 times the vacuum value, with a 1/e crystal
adius of just Lgap=0.7a. It is remarkable that only so few
rystal layers are needed to create the emission gap. This
bservation suggests that the emission gap can be ex-
ected to be very robust against fabrication disorder. The
/e radius for the emission gap can be compared with the
umber of layers needed for a cavity to reach its ultimate
uality factor. The inverse quality factor of low-volume
icrocavities in 2D photonic crystals approaches its lim-

ting value set by the out-of-plane losses in an exponential
anner as the number of crystal rows surrounding the

avity is increased.45,49 For unoptimized and optimized
ingle-hole cavities21,39,45 operating at frequencies in the
iddle of the bandgap, the same characteristic length of

.7a is found for the inverse quality factor.
Figure 8 also shows the gap minimum as a function of

rystal size for photonic crystal membranes of different

ig. 7. Lines with symbols, LRDOS normalized to vacuum LR-
OS versus frequency, depending on crystallite size (crystal radii
=1 to 12 as indicated, curves shifted vertically, and different

ymbols as labelled) for an x-oriented dipole in the central air
ole of hexagonal crystallites (truncated with semiconductor).
ith increasing number of layers, the gap deepens, the gap edges

ecome steeper, and the spacing decreases for the Fabry–Perot
ringes that occur for frequencies below the gap a /�
0.25 and
bove the gap a /��0.32. For a single air hole in a semiconductor
curve, no symbols) no gap or resonance is observed, while for a
ingle crystal layer (small dots) a resonance at frequencies above
he gap is already evident. The vertical dashed line marks the
idgap frequency for which the inhibition is reported in Fig. 8.
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ielectric constants �=6.25 (titanium dioxide, a=250 nm),
=4.0 (silicon nitride, a=250 nm) and �=2.55 (polysty-
ene, a=250 nm). As expected, the maximum achievable
nhibition decreases with reduced index contrast, and the
haracteristic number of layers Lgap needed to achieve the
nhibition increases with decreasing refractive index con-
rast. The inset in Fig. 8 shows the inverse characteristic
ength Lgap as a function of the relative band width �� /�
f the emission gap. We observe that Lgap is inversely pro-
ortional to the width of the bandgap. This inverse depen-
ence is well known for the penetration depth of light in
ielectric mirrors and for simple two-band models of
ragg diffraction from photonic crystal lattice planes.46 In
uch a model the field intensity decays exponentially into
he crystal, with intensity decay length D / ���� /��,
here D is the separation between lattice planes. The

ame behavior is found for Lgap, as shown by quantitative
omparison of Lgap taken from the FDTD simulations
ith a / �2��� /��. This observation highlights the univer-

al role of the gap width as a measure for the interaction
trength of the photonic structure with light, as proposed
n Refs. 48 and 50. A more thorough investigation of this
ypothesis should include calculations for 2D and 3D pho-
onic crystal geometries and is outside the scope of this
aper.

. DIFFERENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
MISSION RATE DERIVED FROM A
IMPLE HOMOGENEOUS SLAB MODEL
igure 8 shows not only that the emission gap in mem-
rane photonic crystals deepens exponentially with lat-
ral crystal size but also that the inhibition that is ulti-
ately achieved for sufficiently large crystals depends on

he membrane index. Similarly, we expect the emission-
ap depth to depend on the thickness of the membrane.
e have calculated the spontaneous emission rate for a

ipole in the central air hole of photonic crystal mem-
ranes as considered in Fig. 4 (a=420 nm, r /a=0.3,�

ig. 8. Solid squares, spontaneous emission rate compared with
acuum for the midgap frequency labeled in Fig. 7 versus crys-
allite radius. Circles, diamonds, and triangles, emission-gap
epth in the middle of the emission gap for membranes (thick-
ess 250 nm, a=250 nm, r /a=0.3) of TiO2 ��=6.25�, Si3N4 ��=4�,
nd latex ��=2.25�. Curves are exponential fits to the points. The
nset shows the inverse fitted exponential decay lengths (sym-
ols, in units of a) versus the relative bandwidth of the emission
ap. The line corresponds to a /Lgap=2��� /�.
11.76,L=6) for membrane thicknesses between 50 and
00 nm. Figure 9 shows the emission rate normalized to
he vacuum rate at the center frequency of the emission
ap, which shifts from a /�=0.45 at d=50 nm to lower fre-
uencies as the membrane thickness increases. The cen-
er frequency of the gap saturates at around a /�=0.26 for
hicknesses around 400 nm. For membrane thicknesses
bove 600 nm contributions of higher-order slab-guided
odes compromise the definition of the gap edges that al-

ows us to find the center frequency. For these thicknesses
he Fabry–Perot oscillations for frequencies just below
he red edge of the gap merge with Fabry–Perot oscilla-
ions for in-gap frequencies. The enhancement at the blue
dge of the gap remains clearly visible and remains above
0 times the vacuum LRDOS. For thicknesses above
00 nm the emission-rate modulation in the frequency
ange around the gap approaches an asymmetric saw-
oothlike shape, similar to the 3D LRDOS in a vertically
nfinite crystal (Fig. 4).

Figure 9 shows that significant inhibition of emission
ccurs for membrane thicknesses below 400 nm, with an
ptimum thickness for inhibition around 250 nm. For
arger thicknesses, the emission rate is significantly less
nhibited, and even enhanced for d�600 nm. As a simple

odel to explain the thickness dependence of the emis-
ion rate, we consider the emission rate of dipoles in ho-
ogeneous dielectric slabs. We have used the approach of
rbach and Rikken51, which allows us to separate the

ontributions to the LRDOS of modes that propagate out-
ide the dielectric slab from the contributions of the slab-
uided modes to the lifetime of in-plane oriented dipoles.
n a high-index dielectric slab, such as a silicon mem-
rane in air (Fig. 9, inset) the LRDOS contribution of
ropagating modes is strongly reduced to only �0.08
imes the vacuum LRDOS. However, the LRDOS contri-

ig. 9. Solid circles, emission rate normalized to the vacuum
ate at the center frequency of the emission gap for an x-oriented
ipole in the center of a photonic crystal membrane as a function
f membrane thickness d. For membranes above 500 nm thick-
ess (around one-third of the emission wavelength), no inhibition
f emission remains. Inset, (symbols) the same data plotted as a
unction of thickness normalized to the gap center wavelength
which shifts with thickness). Solid curves, LRDOS for an in-
lane oriented dipole in the center of a homogeneous membrane
f refractive index 3.45 (black) and of index 2.9 (gray). Dashed
urves, same as solid curve but without the contribution of the
rst TE-polarized slab guided mode that is suppressed by the 2D
hotonic bandgap.
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ution of the guided modes causes the overall LRDOS,
nd hence the spontaneous emission rate for an embed-
ed dipole to exceed the vacuum LRDOS significantly.
For a photonic crystal membrane that has a full band-

ap for the first TE slab-guided mode, one expects the LR-
OS contribution of the first TE guided mode to vanish

ompletely. To assess the validity of this hypothesis, we
lot the midgap emission rate in Fig. 9 as a function of
ormalized thickness d /� in the inset of Fig. 9 and com-
are it with the LRDOS in a homogeneous silicon slab,
ithout the contribution of the first TE guided mode. The

omparison reveals that the emission rate in the emission
ap of Si photonic crystal membranes indeed follows
ualitatively the same dependence on slab thickness as
he LRDOS in a homogeneous silicon membrane without
he contribution of the first TE guided mode, yet shifts to-
ard larger thicknesses. The sharp increase of the emis-

ion rate with thickness around d /�=0.3 allows us to fit
n effective refractive index of neff�2.9 for which the LR-
OS at gap frequencies of the membranes most re-

embles the LRDOS without the first TE guided mode
ontribution in unpatterned dielectric slabs. This value is
igher than the effective index of �2.8 derived from the
olume-averaged dielectric constant of the membrane. It
s important to note, however, that the sharp increase of
he emission rate is due to the combined contributions of
he second-order TM and the third-order TE slab guided
ode, for which the derivation of an effective index is

ighly nontrivial.
The interpretation of lifetimes in photonic crystal mem-

ranes in terms of the propagating and guided mode LR-
OS contributions in a dielectric slab is also relevant for

he dependence of the LRDOS on the separation of the di-
ole from the center of the photonic crystal membrane. In
ig. 10 we plot the emission rate at two key frequencies

or an x-oriented dipole in the central air hole of a mem-
rane of 250 nm thickness that is shifted vertically above
he center of the slab. For a frequency a /�=0.28 in the
mission gap [Fig. 10(a)] we find that the inhibition of
mission quickly vanishes as the dipole is moved away
rom the center of the slab. No traces of inhibition remain
or dipoles that are further than �100 nm away from the
lab center. In contrast, we find that the enhancement at
/�=0.33 at the blue edge of the gap is not restricted to
ipole positions within 100 nm of the slab center. Emis-
ion enhancement by a factor of 5 persists even 50 nm
bove the slab, as we proposed recently.52

The differences in persistence of the inhibition and of
he enhancement of spontaneous emission with an in-
reasing separation of the emitter to the slab can also be
nderstood by analyzing the various guided-mode contri-
utions to the LRDOS of a homogeneous slab. For the fre-
uency a /� in the gap, no contribution to the LRDOS of
he first TE guided mode exists, owing to the TE bandgap.
n this frequency range, the only other modes that con-
ribute to the LRDOS in a dielectric slab are the propa-
ating modes and the first TM guided mode. The electric
eld component parallel to the membrane of the first TM
uided mode is zero in the center of the slab but increases
onotonically toward the edge of the slab. Indeed, we find

xcellent agreement of the LRDOS calculated by FDTD
or x-oriented dipoles in the membrane, and the sum of
RDOS contributions of propagating modes and the first
M guided mode in a dielectric slab of index 2.8, equal to

he volume-averaged refractive index of the photonic crys-
al. In essence, the range of dipole heights over which in-
ibition occurs is limited by the parallel electric field pro-
le of the first TM slab mode. In contrast, the
nhancement of emission at the blue edge of the gap is
ue to the photonic-crystal-induced enhanced density of
rst-order TE guided modes. The emission enhancement
s a function of dipole height therefore traces the vertical
ode profile of the first TE guided mode. This notion is

onfirmed by the fact that the enhancement in Fig. 10(b)
or a PC membrane can be excellently described as the
um of the propagating mode LRDOS contribution in the
ffective index slab, augmented by a scaled contribution
f the first TE guided mode. Quantitatively, we find that
he contribution of the first TE guided mode is enhanced
y �9 times over the contribution of the same mode in a
omogeneous slab of the same effective index.

. ORIENTATIONAL DIPOLE ENSEMBLES
ingle quantum emitters that are controlled in position
nd dipole orientation are required to experimentally con-
rm the strong dependence on position and polarization
f the spontaneous emission rate predicted by the simu-
ations. However, the preparation, manipulation, and de-
ection of high-quantum-efficiency single emitters face
any experimental challenges in the near-infrared range,
here most photonic crystals operate best. In such experi-
ents, we therefore expect that ensembles of emitters are

ikely to be used.53 In this section we evaluate the

ig. 10. (A) Symbols, emission rate normalized to vacuum emis-
ion rate as a function of the vertical separation between dipole
nd the center of the membrane for an x-oriented dipole in the
entral hole of the structure considered in Fig. 4, emitting at a
requency a /�=0.28 inside the emission gap. At the inside edge of
he membrane and outside the membrane, no trace of inhibition
emains. Solid curve, LRDOS contribution of propagating modes
or an in-plane oriented dipole in the center of a homogeneous di-
lectric slab (index 2.8) with the same thickness as the mem-
rane. Dashed curve, same as solid curve, augmented with the
ontribution of the first TM guided mode to the LRDOS. (B) Sym-
ols, as in (A) but for a frequency a /�=0.33 at the blue edge of
he gap. Solid curve, propagating-mode LRDOS contribution as
n (A). Dotted curve, same as solid curve, augmented with the
ontribution of the first TE guided mode to the LRDOS of a ho-
ogeneous slab. Dashed curve, same as solid curve, augmented
ith a nine-times-enhanced contribution of the first TE guided
ode. The extent of the membrane is shaded in gray in (A) and

B).
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mission-rate modification that is observable for a
ubwavelength-sized orientationally isotropic ensemble of
ipoles located in the central air hole of the photonic crys-
al membrane considered in Figs. 4 and 5. To obtain an
ngle-averaged modification of the emission rate for an
sotropic ensemble of dipole orientations, one often uses a
imple average of the LRDOS over three perpendicular
ipole orientations.51 However, because of the angle de-
endence of the luminescence extraction efficiency54 �,
uch a simple average is not suited for reconstructing the
nsemble-averaged emission rate modification that is ob-
ervable with far-field collection optics. The fraction of
ight emitted into propagating waves instead of the
uided mode of the slab depends strongly on dipole orien-
ation. For example, a dramatic increase of the emission
xtraction efficiency from �20% for frequencies below the
ap to above 80% in the gap occurs for in-plane dipoles.
his increase counteracts the reduction in visibility of the
mission gap that is naively expected due to the contribu-
ion of vertically oriented dipoles.

To assess the changes in the emission dynamics observ-
ble in time-resolved fluorescence measurements, we
ave calculated the LRDOS and � for differently oriented
ipoles in the central air hole. We obtained � from the
requency-dependent Poynting vector using on-the-fly dis-
rete Fourier transform of the time-dependent tangential
and H fields on the surface of a box enclosing the crystal

tructure.36 To synthesize the observable ensemble-
veraged decay dynamics, one needs to average exponen-
ial time traces with decay rate set by the LRDOS and
eighting factor proportional to � over all possible dipole

rientations (described by polar angles � and �):


I�t�� =
I0

2�
�

0

2��
0

�/2

���,�����,��exp�− ���,��t	sin���d�d�.

ere, time t is in units of the vacuum decay time, and
�� ,�� is the orientation-dependent emission rate normal-

ig. 11. (A) Simulated fluorescence decay curves (taking extrac-
ion efficiency into account) versus time (in units of the vacuum
ecay time �vac

−1 ) for an isotropically oriented ensemble of dipoles
n the center of the photonic crystal membrane crystal for three
requencies [below the gap, a /�=0.23 (dash-dotted), in the gap
/�=0.28 (solid), above the gap a /�=0.33 (dashed)]. The dotted

ine shows the decay of the same ensemble in vacuum. (B) Dots,
rst moment of simulated decay curves versus emission fre-
uency, in units of the vacuum decay rate. Solid curve, spontane-
us emission rate over vacuum rate for a single dipole in the cen-
er of the membrane reproduced from Fig. 4.
zed to the vacuum emission rate. We have approximated
his integral by averaging over more than 300 orienta-
ions in 2� solid angle, corresponding to over 25 inequiva-
ent dipole orientations. In general, we obtain strongly
onsingle exponential time traces for the ensemble decay.
igure 11(a) presents the fluorescence decay for three key

requencies a /�=0.22,0.26, and 0.33 just below, in, and
ust above the emission gap. At the red edge of the gap the
onexponential decay reveals both an enhanced and an

nhibited decay component. For frequencies inside the
ap, we predict that the ensemble-averaged decay exhib-
ts a clear slowing of the decay dynamics, while a substan-
ial acceleration is predicted to be observable for frequen-
ies at the blue edge of the gap. The nonexponential
ature of the time traces, which for some frequencies is
ore pronounced than for the three traces shown in Fig.

1(a), requires that experiments be performed with
ources for which the decay dynamics in a medium of un-
odulated LRDOS is completely understood. Further-
ore an analysis method to quantify the overall emission

ate modification will be necessary. Here, we consider the
rst moment �̄

�̄ =

�
0

�

t
I�t��dt

�
0

�


I�t��dt

f the synthesized fluorescence decay to quantify the over-
ll emission rate modification evident in the nonexponen-
ial time traces. In Fig. 11(b) we plot the inverse �̄−1 of the
rst moment in units of the vacuum decay rate for differ-
nt emission frequencies. We see that even the dipole
rientation-averaged emission will reveal inhibition (en-
ancement) of the mean lifetime by a factor 3 (5) com-
ared with vacuum.

. CONCLUSIONS
e have used the 3D FDTD method to systematically in-

estigate the spontaneous emission rate modifications
hat occur for emitters inside photonic crystal mem-
ranes. The spontaneous emission rate depends strongly
n dipole position and orientation relative to the crystal
attice. In the central plane of the slab and for in-plane
riented dipoles, the full gap for the first TE guided mode
f the vertical structure causes an inhibition of emission
y more than seven times compared with vacuum over a
arge frequency window. In addition, large enhancements
f the emission rate occur at the band edges. In the
iddle of the membrane, vertical index confinement

auses the emission rate modifications to be much stron-
er than in vertically unconfined 2D crystals. The true 3D
RDOS in a photonic crystal membrane mimics the hypo-

hetical 2D LRDOS of a 2D crystal in terms of the fre-
uency bandwidth of the gap, the magnitude of the en-
ancement (with respect to vacuum) at the band edges,
nd the variations of the LRDOS spectrum with the lat-
ral position of the dipole in the unit cell. While the LR-
OS in the central plane of the membrane can be under-

tood from the 2D band structure, the variation of the
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RDOS with the height of the dipole from the center of
he slab can be explained by considering the electric field
ode profiles of the lowest few TE and TM guided modes

upported by the thin membrane. This is especially rel-
vant for applications that aim at enhancing spontaneous
mission. Owing to the vertical extent of the first TE
uided mode of the membrane, sizeable emission rate en-
ancements due to the photonic crystal remain even out-
ide the membrane. For various PC structures of different
ndex contrasts, we have found that the emission rate in-
ide the emission gap reduces exponentially with the sys-
em radius to a residual value that can be understood as
he LRDOS contribution of modes propagating in air for a
omogeneous dielectric slab of proper effective index. We
ave furthermore presented evidence that the 1/e crystal
adius associated with the deepening of the emission gap
cales inversely with the relative frequency band width of
he gap in the 2D dispersion relation. Finally, we have
lso considered the role of ensemble averaging in experi-
ents that use localized collections of emitters. A realiza-

ion of such an experiment involves, for instance, a sub-
avelength ensemble of emitters53 attached to the end of
sharp glass tip and positioned by using scanning probe

echniques, acting as a controllable local probe of the
mission modification. Such a subwavelength source av-
rages over an isotropic random distribution of dipole ori-
ntations. Despite the presence of dipole orientations that
o not match the gap for TE modes, we predict the first
oment of the expected nonexponential times traces to

how sizeable inhibition and enhancement of the mean
mission rate.
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